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Review No. 108707 - Published 21 Apr 2012

Details of Visit:

Author: badger07
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 20 Apr 2012 12.00
Duration of Visit: 45
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://vanessa-independent.com/
Phone: 07909650916

The Premises:

Lovely Ground Floor Flat in a private block. A few minutes off teh main M40. Strictly speaking its
Loudwater - but the postcode , which Vanessa gives you on booking takes you close by and then
Vanessa gives excelllent directions to safe Parking.Flat is easy to enter and as its on a fairly Busy
Road its quite incognito. All Clean & tidy. Shower facilities with nice clean fresh towels etc. 

The Lady:

Vanessa is quite lovely! The pictures are 100% her .. except that in the flesh she is even lovlier than
the photo's suggest. This is one very pretty lady, with a really nice manner about her too. As pretty
as you could wish for - super boobs and if you happen to be a bottom man ......this lady is for you !
Just Peachy !  

The Story:

Lovely welcome. Offered all sorts of things to drink, including wine which was nice (But too early for
me !) quick shower and the offer of a massage. Nice way to ease into things ..

Once I had turned over ..Vanessa begins to weave her magic ...and very lovely it is too !
Great Oral(OWO)and for as long as you wish ...and Vanessa seems to enjoy the compliment being
returned.... Delicious ! .. and she kisses... just like an Angel !
Another really nice thing is that Vanessa checks in with you several times to make sure everything
is ok and asks what you want to do (in her lovely slightly accented English. She has a great
command of our language too!)

Main event just astonishingly good. Several positions and I had to almost keep remnding myself
that this was real and not a dream. It was me having sex with this beautiful young lady ! What a
lucky bloke I am :-) and what a super hobby this is !

Faultless !

Vanessa is a real gem ! She may well have just found herself a new Regular !! 
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